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ABSTRACT
SOARNET, Deep Learning Thermal Detection for Free Flight
Jake Tallman
Thermals are regions of rising hot air formed on the ground through the warming
of the surface by the sun. Thermals are commonly used by birds and glider pilots
to extend flight duration, increase cross-country distance, and conserve energy. This
kind of powerless flight using natural sources of lift is called soaring. Once a thermal
is encountered, the pilot flies in circles to keep within the thermal, so gaining altitude
before flying off to the next thermal and towards the destination. A single thermal can
net a pilot thousands of feet of elevation gain, however estimating thermal locations
is not an easy task. Pilots look for different indicators: color variation on the ground
because the difference in the amount of heat absorbed by the ground varies based
on the color/composition, birds circling in an area gaining lift, and certain types
of cloud formations (cumulus clouds). The above methods are not always reliable
enough and pilots study the weather for thermals by estimating solar heating of the
ground using cloud cover and time of year and the lapse rate and dew point of the
troposphere. In this paper, we present a Machine Learning based solution for assisting
in forecasting thermals. We created a custom dataset using flight data recorded and
uploaded to public databases by soaring pilots. We determine where and when the
pilot encountered thermals to pull weather and satellite images corresponding to
the location and time of the flight. Using this dataset we train an algorithm to
automatically predict the location of thermals given as input the current weather
conditions and terrain information obtained from Google Earth Engine and thermal
regions encountered as truth labels. We were able to converge very well on the training
and validation set, proving our method with around a 0.98 F1 score. These results
iv
indicate success in creating a custom dataset and a powerful neural network with the
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In this chapter we will introduce free flight and thermal lift. We will then discuss our
goals for this research and the structure of this paper.
1.1 Free Flight
A free flight apparatus such as a paraglider or hang glider does not have any kind
of propulsion, therefore free-flight pilots seeking to perform cross-country flights rely
heavily on thermals to maintain altitude. Thermals are regions of rising hot air formed
on the ground by the heating of the earth’s surface from the sun. To improve flight
time for gliders, detecting thermals and other forms of lift is fundamental. There are a
variety of methods to find potential thermals however they can be unreliable and vary
by locations and weather. Losing lift on a long flight and being unable to find another
source can leave a pilot in a frustrating or dangerous situation needing to quickly find
a landing zone. Just ask the author of this paper after losing lift and landing just next
to a federal prison. There are only two guaranteed indicators of a thermal; a cumulus
cloud and birds or pilots already soaring and gaining lift [37]. We intend to provide
a new way to help pilots predict, with accuracy, thermal locations or lack thereof to
aid in a rewarding and safe flying experience. Aside from improving the state of free
flight, this research will also help propel deep learning on unique input (weather and
satellite imagery). In this research we are experimenting on layering satellite imagery
along with visualized weather data as image input to predict weather patterns that
cannot easily be detected. Up to this point thermal detection has been done with
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mathematical models. Most real time models rely on the pilot actively experiencing
lift, while prediction models such as those performed by XCSkies, a popular soaring
weather prediction website, take in weather readings such as lifted index and thermal
index as input to their proprietary model [8, 13]. Glider pilots encounter a few kinds
of lift; however, thermals, ridge lift and convergence are the most common. This
paper will be focusing mostly on thermals, however, ridge lift and convergence will
come into play as well [35]. Ridge lift occurs when wind strikes a cliff face or ridge line
at an orthogonal direction causing an upward force of air. This lift region or lift band
can be flown in indefinitely so long as wind conditions maintain. See figure 1.1 for a
visual aid on the lift band. Convergence occurs when two prevailing air flows strike
Figure 1.1: Ridge Lift
each other, often with a natural boundary such as a mountain range, and form an
upward flow of air. This phenomena causes lift for glider pilots that can be mistaken
for thermals, however it tends to be much larger and smoother. Convergence also
tends to create clouds and precipitation [35].
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Thermals are columns of rising air, they usually occur when the the air near the
ground becomes less dense due to a change in temperature (heating) or humidity
changes. In Figure:1.2 we see the flight path of a paragliding pilot (one of the authors
of this paper). The pilot comes in close to the ground before entering the thermal
and rising. As the pilot closes in on the core or center of the thermal where lift is the
strongest they rise more quickly. Eventually they reach the peak of the thermal where
the lift begins to wane and they fly off in search of the next source of lift. Pilots will
often find thousands of feet of lift per thermal within minutes. “Thermal strength
varies greatly depending on climate and season but can typically fall between 500 m
(1600 ft) and 3700 m (12000 ft) above ground level [7].” “As the Earth absorbs energy
from the sun, the surface dissipates this energy to the parcel of air that is directly
above. When this parcel of air is heated, it starts to expand, becomes less dense,
and rises to form a column of warm air. At a certain altitude, the temperature inside
the thermal would reach an equilibrium point with its surroundings and will lose its
driving force to rise; marking the ceiling for a thermal [24].” Note: There are other
factors that play into the ceiling of lift such as inversion. “The immediate air mass
below would continue to rise and push the air above out and down to the side. The air
that was pushed down is called downdraft or entrainment, and is often encountered
by glider pilots as they first enter a thermal [24].” That air feels like a huge amount
of sink (falling faster than the glide ratio of the glider), followed by typically a quite
strong thrust upward. This can sometimes be a difference of sinking 10 feet / second
to rising 10 feet / second. You feel it in your stomach.
The main goal of this paper is to prove that thermals can be accurately predicted
using Machine Learning techniques that incorporate as the input to the neurons:
satellite images, terrain information (albedo, surface reflection) and weather informa-
tion (surface temperature, wind, cloud cover, upward long wave radiation flux) at the
3
Figure 1.2: Thermal Soaring Flight Path
time of prediction. To the best of the authors knowledge there is no publication that
uses the above data as inputs to Neural Networks.
1.2 Structure of the Paper
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Chapter 2 gives an overview
of the methodology currently used to detect or predict thermals. In chapter 3 we
explain the input data we are using for our model. Next chapter 4 describes our deep
neural network models. Chapter 5 explains our proposed experiments and provides a
summary of the results obtained, and in chapter 6 and 7 we present the conclusions




In this chapter we will describe first the work done in various fields to better under-
stand and predict thermals. Then we will discuss work done in machine learning that
we can stand on for this research.
2.1 Basic Thermal Understanding
Understanding the Sky by Denis Pagen [35] is one of the fundamental books for glider
pilots to understand weather and small-scale effects on free-flight. The chapters on
lift sources and flying efficiency provide fundamental information to understand the
problem we are trying to solve. In [37], the author presents a “five-star system” for
determining good sources of thermals. The author evaluates the potential of thermal
sources by giving a “star” for each of the following characteristics: presence of sun-
shine, present winds, ideal terrain, presence of cumulus clouds, and presence of other
birds or gliders. The higher the number of stars, the higher the potential for a great
thermal source. In [2], the author provides an in-depth guide to locating thermals by
considering factors such as terrain, sun angle, dust and smoke, and cumulus clouds.
The author follows this section with an introduction to thermal structure and the
pseudo-adiabatic chart used to graphically compute adiabatic changes in vertically
moving air and to determine stability. To fully understand the work in this paper,
each of these sources would be a very helpful read.
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2.2 Thermal Research
Detection of thermals has been extensively researched [7, 2], including research study-
ing how birds detect thermals [19], and [48]. In [19] the researchers focus on the
abilities of juvenile and adult vultures to locate thermals and utilize them effectively.
Vultures are the best friends of paragliding pilots, on a good - mediocre soaring day
one would be very hard pressed to see a vulture flap their wings. They are the mas-
ters of soaring. The paper begins by introducing three components for mastering
thermal soaring: thermal selection, thermal centering, and inter-thermal gliding and
airspeed selection. The authors then describe how they tracked and quantified their
data, revealing that adults outperform juveniles in harsh thermal conditions. The
work done in studying how birds detect thermals is relevant to the study of thermal
detection since we will learn from them also to improve the prediction algorithms. It
also gives drive to the hypothesis that thermals can be regularly predicted as they
are by vultures. It is important to note however that much like the other thermal
research we will discuss, this is reactive. Vultures are in the conditions, feeling the
wind, determining in real-time where the thermals are, while we are trying to predict
them from observed data in this research.
In “Thermal Soaring Flight of Birds and Unmanned Aerial Vehicles” [48] the authors
first presents an overview of soaring flight and strategies by birds, followed by a
discussion of control strategies that have been developed for soaring UAVs both in
simulations and applications on real platforms. The researchers propose a method
to take into account the effect of turbulence , and develop a new GPS-independent
control strategy for exploiting thermal draft.
In “Guidance and Control of an Autonomous Soaring Uav” [7], the authors develop a
plane for testing the soaring algorithm. The inputs to the soaring guidance and control
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consist of static pressure, airspeed, throttle command, and the latitude and longitude
of the aircraft. Estimates of the total energy rate and total energy acceleration of
the aircraft are used by the thermal identification equations to determine the radius,
vertical velocity, and position of the thermal. The circle guidance calculates the
steady state turn rate, position error, and velocity error for tracking a circular path
inside the thermal. The controller attempts to drive position and velocity errors to
zero and respond to changes in energy acceleration. Finally, mode logic uses aircraft
energy terms to determine when the aircraft should be searching for thermals (by
flying waypoints) and when it should circle within a thermal.
In “Thermal highs and pitfall lows” [8] the authors propose: “The objective of this
study is to enhance the fidelity of existing modeling and simulation methods on
autonomous thermal soaring, and to advance and demonstrate the capabilities of
Horizon Simulation Framework through such implementation. The geometry of a
small remote controlled glider was used in this simulation. Aerodynamic prediction
programs DATCOM+ and AVL were used to obtained stability and control derivatives
for this glider. The induced roll effect caused by the asymmetric vertical velocity
distribution of a thermal was included in the aerodynamic roll moment calculation.
The autonomous guidance algorithm for the glider included a turn logic which would
determine the correct turn direction for the glider when a thermal is detected. The
thermal model developed in this thesis included the capabilities to vary the time
dependent location, height, radius, and vertical velocity characteristics of naturally
occurring thermals.” “To the best of the authors’ knowledge this was the world’s first
cooperative autonomous thermal soaring flight.”
In Guidance and Control of an Autonomous Soaring Vehicle with Flight Test Results
[6] (an earlier paper than [7]), the author begins with a brief comparison between
UAVs and birds and sailplanes. The author notes how both rely on atmospheric
7
energy to travel long distances. Following this comparison is background on a flight
performed by Alan Cocconi utilizing solar energy and a flight performed by John
Wharington utilizing neural networks to develop updraft positions. The flight test
results are analyzed and the presentation concludes with this statement: “the concept
of a UAV harvesting energy from the atmosphere has been shown to be feasible with
existing technology.”
2.3 Thermal Detection
In this section we explain how thermal detection is being done currently without
machine learning.
2.3.1 Mathematical Predictive Model
To the best of our research we have not found any models attempting to predict ex-
act locations that thermals will occur. The website XCskies [13] predicts regions of
likely thermic conditions as well as the weather patterns that make for good soaring.
XCskies is based on the weather predictions models CFS and GFS that predict condi-
tions such as lifted index, cloud cover, wind, etc. [32] [31] We experiment with these
predictive models in our research; however, the models are not always accurate in
their predictions of important data such as the lifted index. The studies [46] and [45]
show some issues with CFS and GFS predictions. This is also supported by anecdotal
evidence from pilots; the models are often inaccurate and a pilot must “go to know.”
It may not be published but widely accepted knowledge passed down by generations
of soaring pilots is valuable information.
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2.3.2 Mathematical Reactive Model
Here we present a summary of the excellent explanations presented in [7], described
above, used to identify thermals during flight. This is not a prediction before flight;
it is used on an aircraft currently flying through thermic conditions to pinpoint the
center. This is essentially a mathematical model to replace a pilot. Initially a history
of previous aircraft positions (Longitude Px and latitude Py) and energy rates (E),
potential and kinetic energy terms of the aircraft energy equation normalized by








2.3.3 Thermal Drift Estimation
Thermals are often pushed by the wind as they rise. The paper refers to this as
thermal drift. We take this into account by providing wind data to our network.
Drift was calculated by comparing the position of the thermal given by the first
entries of the queue q1 with the position of the thermal given by the last entries of
the queue.
1. Step 1: Shift energy rate
qs(iq, [1, 2]) = ql(iq, [1, 2])
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qs(iq, 3) = ql(iq, 3)−min(ql, (: 3))






























2.3.4 Center Location of the Thermal
The estimated drift velocity was then used to form a drift-corrected queue, Finally
the estimated position of the thermal center noted as, Pth, was calculated using the
corrected queue, q2, as given
q2(iq, 1) = (iq − 1)VD(1) ∗ dtq + qs(iq, 1)
q2(iq, 2) = (iq − 2)VD(1) ∗ dtq + qs(iq, 2)
q2(iq, 3) = qs(iq, 3)














This method for estimating thermal position is easy to implement, does not require
tuning, can be used for any thermal size, and does not have a high computational cost.
Drawbacks associated with this method are sensitivity to the length of the queue and
a bias of the estimated thermal position toward the mean position of the measurement
set. This method is very promising; however, as mentioned it is not a forecast–it is
a real-time prediction only available directly around the UAV. As the UAV flies and
encounters thermals this model will keep it in the thermal and help it find the core.
In our project we hope to provide a forecast that the pilot can look at the day before
the flight, on launch or while actively flying, that gives information about the broader
area. This method or something similar is likely used by companies such as Naviter
that boast “thermal finders” on their flight instruments. These instruments help
the pilot find thermals while flying, meaning they take in real-time data and predict
nearby thermals. The methods are unknown as it is a proprietary software but the
implementation is likely very similar to the above.
2.3.5 Observation Model
Now we will list a series of observations that indicate thermals, gathered from our
research and flying experience.
• Terrain. The most likely place for a thermal is above a surface that heats
readily, for example barren sandy or rocky surfaces, plowed fields, stubble fields
surrounded by green vegetation, cities, etc. Typically pilots avoid flying over
cities due to the difficult landing and airspace control.
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• Sun angle. The sun strikes slopes more directly than other slopes depending on
the time of day. For example, in the Northern hemisphere early in the morning
the most favorable areas for thermals are eastern slopes.
• Wind Direction. Thermals tend to get pushed around by the wind as they rise.
The top of a thermal will tend to be some distance downwind of the base. If a
pilot is flying at a decent elevation above the ground they will need to factor in
wind direction and speed against where they think the thermal will be created.
• Dust and Smoke. Surface winds must converge to feed a rising thermal; so
dust or smoke movement near the surface are good indicators for location of
thermals. Surface wind of 5 to 10 knots favors more organized thermals
• Dust Devils. Dust devils occur under sunny skies over sandy or dusty, dry
surfaces and are sure signs of strong thermals. The thermals are strong and
turbulent and are surrounded by areas of little lift or possibly of sink. Dust
Devils are quite deadly for pilots and always avoided due to the incredibly high
and conflicting winds.
• Birds. Soaring birds have an uncanny ability to locate thermals. When birds
circle and gain lift without flapping their wings, they are most likely riding a
thermal.
• Cumulus Clouds. When convective clouds develop, thermal soaring usually is
at its best
• Wet Ground. Wet ground favors thermals less than dry ground since wet ground
heats more slowly.
• Adiabatic chart for calculating high and strength of thermal. To calculate the
height of the thermal using these charts you need to know the pressure, temper-
ature, and altitude. Since thermals depend on sinking cold air forcing warm air
12
upward, strength of thermals depends on the temperature difference between
the sinking air and the rising air—the greater the temperature difference the
stronger the thermals. The thermal strength index is computed for the 850-and
700-millibar levels, or about 5,000 and 10,000 feet respectively.
This observation method is the closest to our goal. We hope to take in similar data
and predict precisely where a pilot is likely to find a thermal. With this approach we
wish to model a pro pilot observing the conditions.
2.4 Deep Learning in Thermal/Weather Changes and Prediction
In the last decade, image processing has been heavily done using Neural Networks
with spectacular results [12, 47, 38, 42, 43, 17, 44, 21, 4] Particularly for processing
satellite images the U network presented in [38], initially used for cell segmentation,
has shown consistently good results. For example, in [4] the authors use a U-Net
Neural Network configurations for precipitation forecasting making highly localized
predictions that apply to the immediate future (0-6 hours) with a 1 km resolution
with a total latency of just 5-10 minutes, treating weather prediction as an image-to-
image translation problem (physics-free). Input to this NN is Doppler Radar, they
then transform the data by quantizing the precipitation rates into discrete ranges,
partition the United States into physical regions, and sample over tiles with rain
present.
Another application of U-Net for satellite image segmentation can be found in [43]
where a convolutional machine learning model with a modified U-Net structure for
creating land cover classification mapping based on satellite imagery is used.
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Next, [17] uses U-Net for segmentation of clouds from satellite images utilizing transfer
learning to perform semantic segmentation of clouds in satellite imagery.
Finally, [44] and [21] both utilize a convolutional machine learning model with a
modified U-Net structure to create land cover classification mapping based on satellite
imagery.
We based our research off of the success of these papers in using convolutional neural
networks and more specifically U-net structures to predict on satellite imagery.
The next network structure we will touch on is the LSTM.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the LSTM Network [34]
A LSTM or Long Short Term Memory network is a form of Recurrent Neural Network
(RNN) that takes in a sequence of data to make an encoding or prediction based on
an internal memory element or state. The LSTM was created to solve the exploding
gradient problem of most RNNs by adding in gates to determine what information
to add, forget, and output [20]. Figure 2.1 is taken from Understanding LSTM
Networks [34], a very thorough and simple blog post on the basics of the LSTM.
The figure shows the input, forget, and output gates along with the cell and hidden
state. The gates are each a matrix of weights updated during training that determine
what amount of information to filter. They are like faucet nozzles. The cell state is a
memory highway allowing information to be remembered over long iterations without
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exploding gradients. The forget gate determines how much of the last iterations
memory to remember and use in this iterations calculation. The input gate determines
how much of the new input (concatenated with the last iteration’s output) to add
to the cell state. Finally’ the output gate determines what of the memory to output
for this iteration. Each gate is determined by a simple Hadamard product of the
input, hidden state of the last iteration, and cell state of the last iteration with the
respective weight matrix. All of this bounded by the sigmoid function as such :
σ(Wx(i|o|f) ◦Xt +Wh(i|o|f) ◦Ht−1 +Wc(i|o|f) ◦ Ct−1 + b(i|o|f))
In [39] the authors propose a convolutional version of the LSTM (CLSTM)to use for
precipitation now-casting. The convolutional version substitutes the input to state
and state to state element-wise products with convolutional operations, thus making
the hidden weights and input weights of the gates into filters. The inputs are also
3D tensors. In practice, they propose an encoder-decoder model used commonly for
forecasting and translation [41, 40]. The model consists of an encoder (two stacked
CLSTSMs) and a decoder two stacked (CLSTMs) where the hidden states and cell
states are copied from the encoder into the decoder.
This Convolutional LSTM is later used by Google’s Metnet [42]. The Metnet uses
a single CLSTM and feeds the output tensor into a custom self attention network.
The Metnet was able to achieve impressive results with the Convolutional LSTM in
predicting precipitation using satellite imagery input. Their results rivaled state of
the art physics prediction models. Their use of this network on very similar data




In this chapter we will discuss our data sources and methods for collecting data. First
we will discuss how we can determine truth labels from paragliding flights. Then we
will discuss the two datasets we created from gathered data. We will also describe
each form of input data, the data source, and how we process it. Finally we will
discuss how we processed this data to prepare it for segmentation machine learning.
3.1 Overview of Data Iterations
To train a neural network (NN), as is the focus of this paper, we need input data to
be used for segmenting and predicting thermals. The data must also be labeled for
true occurrences of thermals to allow for back-propagation of our network. During
experimentation we created two different datasets from our gathered data. The first
used GFS and CFS models for weather data and Sentinel-2 and MODIS for satellite
images/readings [30, 32, 31, 3]. The purpose of this dataset was to prove our ap-
proach on historical (non realtime data), we will discuss this more in Section 4. After
proving our technique on the first dataset we moved to created a second. The short-
comings of the first dataset that we wished to overcome are as follows: the weather
data has a relatively low spatial resolution; 0.5 arc degrees for CFS and 0.25 arc
degrees for GFS. Also both CFS and GFS are predictive models which adds further
uncertainty. Another issue was the Sentinel data which is high resolution satellite
imagery; however, the data is not available in real time. We want real-time satellite
imagery for predicting thermals to allow for more accurate up to date information to
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the network. One day can be incredible flying and the next day not so good, therefore
images taken the day of the flight or even better during, are more likely to be useful.
Our second iteration uses only data from the GOES satellites and MODIS. MODIS
data is not real time and similar to Sentinel requires about a month-long period to
have a full image of the globe without some gaps. GOES satellites are a network that
capture an image of the Western hemisphere at a variety of wavelength bands every
15 minutes [33]. This allows us to use this data for recurrent networks that require
time steps leading to the event of prediction. Also in the second iteration we changed
the way thermals are labeled to include uncertainty around the edges. We will now
describe both datasets in more detail.
3.2 Gathering Truth Data
Naturally there is no database of thermal occurrences for training segmentation mod-
els. For this project we created a dataset that used terrain and weather satellite
images for input with masks of thermal occurrences as labels. We determined the
best way to determine confirmed cases of thermals would be to use flights logged by
free-flight pilots who are specifically looking for thermals and recording their lift and
GPS with their instrument.
3.3 Leonardo Paragliding Database
To obtain free-flight logs, we use a database of flights recorded and uploaded by glider
pilots for public use. Pilots record their flights using Track log files in the standard
IGC format. IGC is a standardized type of GPS trail record used specifically by free-
flight pilots. Every second or so (depending on the instrument) the pilot’s instrument
will log their time, lat, lon, and alt as a row to the IGC track file. There are other
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typically added records to the file such as barometer reading and task track but we
will not be using them. Many pilots will then upload their flight files to a database.
Leonardo Global Flight Forum is a database run by Paragliding Forum that compiles
many worldwide competition databases where pilots can publicly upload their flight
records for free [15]. The standard for the IGC file is maintained by FAI Gliding
Commission. [14]. We downloaded all of our flight data for this project from Leonardo
Paragliding Forum.
Figure 3.1: IGC Track and Data Displayed on Google Maps
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As part of this research we needed to pull features from IGC format. Many files are
logged on Leonardo also as KMZ/KML files which is a special form of XML used by
Google Earth. Fig 1.2 is a visualization of a KML on Google Earth while 3.1 shows
the data held in an IGC file on Leonardo. The data in an IGC or KML/KMZ file has
everything we need to determine when the pilot encountered thermals and where.
3.4 Tracking Thermals in a Flight File
Leonardo uses an open source project called IGC2KMZ by Tom Payne which reads
through the IGC file and gives a KML that contains: flight path as a list of coordi-
nates, thermals encountered on the flight, and a few other folders of information [36].
We use the same software (IGC2KMZ) to convert IGC files to KMZ files and then
take all our data from the KMZ format. We wrote custom software to parse through
the KMZ and extract the information we needed, more on that below. The IGC2KMZ
software infers where a pilot flew through a thermal according to the barometer, GPS
and altitude readings in the IGC file. We are using these thermal regions as truth data
so it is important to discuss how the software decides if a pilot is flying in a thermal.
According to the author of the software: “To identify thermals and glides a simple
but effective heuristic is used. The average climb rate over 20 seconds is compared
with the pilot’s progress. Progress is defined as the distance travelled along the track
divided by the change in position over the same period.” For example, when flying in
a straight line the progress is close to one, but if the pilot circles then progress drops
to close to zero: the pilot travels a long distance along the track without covering
much distance over the ground. “Experimental investigation suggests that progress
values over 0.9 correspond to gliding behaviour, and values less than this correspond
to thermalling or emergency descent behaviour, even in strong winds.” This approach
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has been vetted and used by competition servers including LEONARDO paragliding
database and UK National XC league.
Therefore we can classify the track using the following:
1. track = straight line connecting turning points of a pilot’s flight. See the white
line in Fig 3.1
2. progress = distance along track / total distance measured over 20s each.
3. progress > 0.9 = gliding
4. progress < 0.9 & climbRate > 0 = thermalling
5. progress < 0.9 & climbRate < 0 = emergency descent” [36]
The algorithm predicts that the pilot is encountering thermals if and only if they are
gaining lift and their ‘progress’ is less that what is observed on glide. Glide is when a
pilot is flying at the glide sink rate of their glider, encountering no environmental lift
or sink. There is possibility for some error with this simple detection. Most likely in
some flights ridge lift and convergence lift may be included in the thermal labeling.
If the pilot is flying along a very solid ridge they will progress and maintain altitude
(therefore not labeled a thermal); however, if the ridge contains jutting features and
valleys they are likely to sink and rise which may cause this algorithm to consider this
lift as a thermal. Convergence lift is also very likely to be considered in this algorithm
as at times convergence and thermals are so similar in feel, that even pilots will mistake
the two. First hand flying experimentation would need to be done to confirm this
suspicion and it would be difficult to prove. This is not a major concern, however.
Ridge soaring is a back and forth flight along a ridge not accomplishing a cross
country distance so very few of these flights would be uploaded and are intentionally
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not included as inputs to this network. There may and likely are sections of ridge
soaring in cross country flights if the pilot gets low in a mountain range; however,
they wont spend much time there. Convergence may be swept up by this algorithm
as well but the convergence line typically triggers thermals causing the two forms of
lift to be very hard to separate both by our algorithm and in nature [35]. Finally, lift
is good for a pilot regardless of the form; you wont find a pilot that doesn’t like lift.
Upon completion of our predictor extensive testing will need be done to deliberate if
ridge lift and convergence are predicted as well.
3.4.1 Structuring Information From a KMZ File.
Next we wrote scripts to parse through the KMZ file as mentioned above. We retrieve:
timestamps, coordinates flown through, and thermals encountered. We compile these
into a JSON file for each flight processed. A flight can take place over many hours;
therefore, our input data must be taken at multiple times during the flight. In order to
ensure our input data is taken from the time frame that the thermal was encountered
during the flight, we break our coordinates up into 15 minute chunks. Using this
information we can gather more time precise satellite and weather data for each 15
minute chunk of the recorded flight. For satellite and weather data we use Earth
Engine [18]. Earth Engine compiles all of the satellite datasets we need and allows
easy access. Earth Engine also visualizes the datasets into images allowing us to
input weather data as an image to the network. We then label this data with thermal
regions that the pilot passed through as determined by IGC2KMZ. The network will
try and predict these labels. In order to accurately predict the current conditions
we need data leading up to the prediction. For each chunk of coordinates we pull 7
frames of satellite images spaced 15 minutes apart leading to the event of prediction.
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Our time frames of data are as follows: [−90,−75,−60,−45,−30,−15, 0]. Where
time zero is the time the pilot flew in that coordinate on their recorded flight.
3.5 Dataset One, Weather and Satellite Imagery
Our first dataset uses weather models and satellite data accessible for anywhere on
the globe. The data used in this dataset is not available for real-time predictions.
Therefore we use this dataset as a proof of concept for our hypothesis that thermals
can be predicted given the right data. We decided to construct the first dataset with
only historical data and flights rather than real-time. The reason for this is because
we can use more reliable data rather than predicted weather conditions that may
be subject to higher inaccuracies. We do have a significant amount of historic data,
so for this dataset we wanted to research the validity of a Deep Learning solution
to predict thermals on historic data. The validation of the results on this data will
help us to later obtain better/more current weather data and transform our current
dataset or model into one that works with live data and can predict the location of a
thermal within a day of the start of the flight. More on this in dataset 2.
3.5.1 Satellite Data.
To obtain Satellite images of the flight region we are using Sentinel-2 MSI: Multi-
Spectral Instrument, Level-2A. Sentinel 2 is a satellite mission under the Copernicus
Program. Sentinel 2 is comprised of 2 satellites in the same sun-synchronous orbit
with a revisit time of 5 days with low cloud coverage. The Sentinel-2 data is great
for this project because it is easily accessible through Earth Engine, the global data
coverage is a shorter time than others such as Landsat, and the data provides impor-
tant terrain information such as albedo and surface reflectance [3]. Figure 3.2 shows
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thermals (labeled in blue) over surface temperature from the Modis database (right)
and the visible R band from the Sentinel database (left). Both Modis and Sentinel
images were captured over the month of the flight shown.
(a) Sentinel-2 Dataset (b) Modis Dataset
Figure 3.2: Thermals Over Sentinel and Modis
3.5.2 Weather
For weather data as with satellite images we use Earth Engine. The weather re-
lated inputs we decided on are: temperature 2m above the ground (gfs), downward
shortwave radiation flux (gfs), wind horizontal and vertical components (gfs), upward
longwave radiation flux (cfsr), lifted index (cfsr), and high res surface temperature
(modis). The datasets we pulled from are GFS, CFSR, and Modis.
GFS, Global Forecasting System, is a weather prediction model created by the Na-
tional Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP). GFS provides global coverage
of weather forecasts at a resolution of 18 miles. For historical predictions we use
predictions of forecast hour 0 meaning they are recorded at the time of the flight.
GFS works well because we can get weather data at the location of the flight without
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pulling from nearby weather stations which was our initial approach. We are using
GFS for temperature just above the ground, downward shortwave radiation flux and
wind.
CFSR, Climate Forecast System Reanalysis, is another weather prediction system
provided by NCEP. “It is a global, high resolution, coupled atmosphere-ocean-land
surface-sea ice system designed to provide the best estimate of the state of these
coupled domains over this period [31].” CFSR is made of a number of different land
and sea models that provide forecasting of various environmental conditions. From
this dataset we get upward long wave radiation flux and lifted index. Lifted index
is one of the most important data pieces for relating if there will be thermals at all.
There are a few overlapping weather predictions from GFS and CFSR however we
prefer GFS because it spans further into the future. Both datasets have the same
resolution but only CFSR provides lifted index and upward longwave radiation.
(a) CFSR Temperature Above Ground (b) GFS U Wind Component
Figure 3.3: CFSR and GFS Example Data
Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MODIS), is provided by NASA space
crafts to give measurements of atmospheric and surface conditions [30]. We are using
a MODIS database: Terra Land Surface Temperature and Emissivity Daily Global
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1km that is based off of the MODIS albedo readings. This dataset gives us surface
temperature with very high resolution. We cannot always get this data on the day of
the flight as it is a satellite image on an orbit so we take an average image over one
month behind and one forward. This will not give us accurate temperature on the
day of but it should tell us where the changes in the surface temperature take place.
This will likely have some redundancy with the albedo readings from the Copernicus
satellite.
3.5.3 Labeling
Finally we paint on thermal locations as labels as shown in Figures 4.2 and 3.2. To
train a NN for segmentation we need ground truth images: Images with the label of
the correct location of the thermal as a mask. The thermal locations are determined as
mentioned from the flight logged to the Leonardo paragliding database. The weather
data is gathered for the day the thermals were recorded and the satellite data is
gathered over a month-long period centered on the flight day. This way the network
is seeing the data as it would have been on the day of the flight. Also the labeled
flights are sampled into 100m x 100m tiles and compressed into images of shape 256
x 256 pixels. The result can be seen in Figure 4.2. The way we are preparing our
data, it will be ready to use on any segmentation NN.
As it can be seen from Figure 3.2 there seems to be some correlations visible in
different colors and shapes to the thermals found on the flight. Most segmentation
problems segment out visible regions in an image such as a face or a dog; however,
out network is going to be tasked with finding invisible weather patterns from a
layered image. As such it is important that the data we are feeding in has an obvious
correlation to thermal locations.
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The final product is a dataset of twelve layered images as described above. This
dataset has around 1500 flights with corresponding data and thermal labels to train
on.
(a) One day (b) One week
(c) One month (d) Two months
Figure 3.4: Time Required For Stable Sentinel Data
3.6 Dataset Two, Real-time Satellite Readings
Our main concern with the first data iteration was the lack of real time-information.
The first iteration of our dataset is simply a proof of concept that thermals can be
predicted given the right data. The data cannot be obtained for a real-time flight
forecasting. The satellite data must be pulled from dates over a month-long period
and the CFS data pulled from earth engine is purely historical up to a few days old.
Despite our best efforts we were unable to gain access to any real-time Sentinel data.
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Even so it requires time for the Sentinel satellite to orbit and obtain a full global
image. Figure 3.4 shows Sentinel data captured over a day, a week, a month, and
two months of time. After just one day the satellite has only captured a few strips of
images across the globe. We need to sample from at least a month of Sentinel images
to reach full global coverage. The date range to sample is similar for Modis data.
All of this means that a network reliant on this data cannot be used for real-time
predictions. Dataset two is our solution to this issue.
Our second dataset was constructed with the idea of a real-time application. The
data used in this dataset is available within minutes of capture from the satellite
network. A network trained on this dataset could be used to predict thermals for a
pilot before or during a flight. This dataset is only using flights from the Western
hemisphere. The base of this dataset is made of the flights from the first dataset
that fall into the Western hemisphere. This dataset was quite small so we added in
flights only over the Western hemisphere not found in the dataset. Therefore there
are flights within the second dataset not in the first and of course any flight in the
first dataset in the Eastern hemisphere is not found in the second dataset. The total
flight count in this dataset is around 1000. A notably small amount of flights to try
and predict thermals at any place and any time, it is easy to add more flights in the
future, for our experiments it was an issue of memory.
3.6.1 Satellite Data
For our second iteration we switched to the GOES network which is used by Google
on the METNET network for predicting precipitation [42]. GOES is a geostationary
remote sensing satellite system, capable of capturing and transmitting 16 bands of im-
ages of the western hemisphere every 15 minutes provided by NOAA and NASA [33].
This means that we will always have images from the GOES satellite within 7.5 min-
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Figure 3.5: Color Bands of a Goes Image Viewing the West Coast of the
USA
utes of a predictions whereas our Sentinel images could be as much as a month old.
While other satellite imagery systems such as Sentinel capture different sections of
the globe at different times as it orbits, GOES captures the same region in real time.
This is due to the GOES satellite’s geostationary orbit. A geostationary orbit is an
orbit that appears motionless to a ground observer because the object of orbit has an
orbital period equal to the Earth’s rotational period. As the Earth turns the satellite
orbits and captures the same region at all times. We are using the GOES-16 satellite;
however, should the GOES-16 satellite be at some point out of operation we can easily
switch to the GOES 17 satellite. The GOES-16 network allows us 16 different image
bands from its on-board Advanced Baseline Imager (ABI) as seen in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: GOES Bands
Band Spectrum
Red (used for aerosols) Visible
Blue (used for aerosols) Visible
Vegetation Near Infrared (NIR)
Cirrus Clouds NIR
Snow/Ice NIR
Cloud Particle Size NIR
Shortwave Window (fog, stratus clouds, fire) Infrared (IR)
Upper Level Water Vapor (troposphere) IR
Mid Level Water Vapor IR
Lower Level Water Vapor IR
Cloud Top Phase IR
Ozone IR
Clean Longwave Window (clouds) IR
Longwave Window (clouds) IR
Dirty Longwave Window (clouds) IR
C02 Longwave Window (Air temp and clouds) IR
The first three color bands can be seen in Figure 3.5 and all bands (as grey scale)
can be seen in Figure 3.7 (shown after mean pool preprocessing). Currently we are
using all 16 bands. Future ablation experiments with our network are required to
determine if all bands are necessary for predicting surface level conditions. The 16
bands provided give information about winds, surface temperature, precipitation etc.
Therefore we opted to use only the GOES bands in place of weather data for GFS
and CFS. We still use MODIS in this dataset as MODIS seemed to correlate strongly
with thermal locations and the MODIS images are a higher resolution than GOES.
GOES being 2000m and MODIS 1000m resolution. GOES is only available through
Earth Engine on the Western hemisphere. There are other data sources Meteosat
(Europe) and Himiwari (Asia) to cover the full globe, but for our research we opted
to only consider flights in the North and South American Continents.
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(a) T−105 (b) T−90 (c) T−75 (d) T−60
(e) T−45 (f) T−30 (g) T(−15) (h) T0
Figure 3.6: 15 Minute Intervals of Goes RGB Data
3.6.2 Time Steps
Switching to the GOES network using Earth Engine allows us all 16 bands sampled
every 15 minutes. Figure 3.6 shows 8 visible spectrum images, each taken in 15
minute intervals of the West Coast of North America. A good cross-country flight
would last at least an hour. To have the most current data for training we must
sample the satellite images multiple times per flight. As mentioned in Section 3, we
take the coordinates flown by the pilots and break them into 15 minute chunks. Each
coordinate has a timestamp placed by the instrument allowing accurate groupings.
For each 15 minute chunk we are able to sample time accurate image bands from
GOES. Along with this we opted to try a recurrent neural network structure using
data leading up to the event as presented in METNET by Google [42]. For the RNN
we sample data leading up to the event from 90 minutes prior; every 15 minutes.
So for one time chunk we have 16 bands at time: [-90, -75, -60, -45, -30, -15, 0].
Where time 0 is the moment of prediction and the moment the pilot flew through the
thermal. Moment being defined as within 7.5 minutes, however 7.5 minutes should
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Figure 3.7: Inputs for a Single Prediction
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be a sufficiently short time when examining changes in the weather and heating of
the Earth’s surface. At this point we have 112 different images for one prediction.
Finally we add on a single MODIS image, as MODIS is not real time. In the data
structure we add the same MODIS images to each of the 7 timesteps, so the input to
the RNN is standard for each step. Figure 3.7 shows how the data is stacked in this
iteration for a single prediction.
Figure 3.8: Illustration of Sheer Winds and Erratic Winds Breaking Up a
Thermal [35]
Figure 3.9: Illustration of Steady Winds Drifting a Thermal [35]
Figure 3.10: Illustration of Thermic Lift [35]
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3.6.3 Labels
We upgraded our labeling system for our second dataset. Thermals are typically
somewhat cylindrical as described in Section 1. The shape of the thermal changes as
it rises and is pushed by wind. If there is a constant flow of wind in one direction the
thermal will drift in that direction as it rises leaving an angular trail of lift behind
it as illustrated by Dennis Pagen in Figure 3.9. Often the wind changes directions
and speeds at altitude; sheer winds and erratic winds can break a thermal up into
independent sections as seen in Figure 3.8. [35] From the perspective of a satellite
this kind of thermal might look like a mess. The center of “core” of the thermal is the
strongest region of lift, most desirable and least affected by the wind push. Around
the core is usually light lift and at the border; dramatic sink seen in Figure 3.10.
We don’t want our network predicting the edges of thermals–we want it to predict
the core so we ’softened’ the edges on our labels. For a large enough thermal the core
shows a ‘probability’ of 1 in the label and decreases moving outward. The probability
is not actually a probability measurement of any kind, it is simply the amount we
wish to punish our network for mislabeling that region. The point being we would be
happy if our network was only predicting the cores of thermals and we do not want it
to overfit on predicting the edges of our labels which are somewhat arbitrary based on
the complex shapes of thermals, as we see in the results of the first dataset later on.
We determine our minimum radius for considering a thermal to be 15 meters based
loosely on the pre-spiral turning radius of a paraglider. If a thermal is smaller than
this, it is likely an inaccuracy in the IGC2KMZ labeling and even if it is a thermal it
would be very difficult to fly in. We define our labeling system as such:
1. If thermal radius > 1000m then the core is set as the center 1/3 of the thermal
and labeled with a probability of 1, rim 1 is labeled as 1/3 of the thermal and
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labeled as 2/3, and rim 2 is labeled as the outer 1/3 of the thermal and labeled
as 1/3.
2. If the thermal radius < 1000m and > 15m the thermal is broken into the core
and outer ring. The core is again labeled as 1 and the outer ring is 1/2.
This labeling system simply allows us to punish the network less for not labeling the
outer areas of the thermal and attempt to compensate for the labeling bounds of
which we can only be sure of the centers. Figure 3.11 shows the result of this labeling
system in three random examples. The displayed labels are taken from 256 x 256
input images and center cropped at 25% as will be done for the input to our models.
These label modifications can be ignored by preprocessing and used normally by any
segmentation model, the weighting of the different labels is done in the loss function
of the neural network.
Figure 3.11: Thermal Labels With Uncertainty After Center Cropping
0.25%
3.6.4 Preprocessing
The images taken are 7x256x256x17. To save memory on the graphics card during
training we preprocess the images by two layers of mean pooling with stride of (2x2).
We then crop the labels to the center 0.25% so they match the input. This allows us to
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predict on the center of the images while pulling information from surrounding area.
Details from the surrounding environment are important for predictions as thermals
often form from difference in the color or albedo on the ground or mountain ranges




We will now discuss the neural network models used in the experiments done on our
datasets.
4.1 U-Net
The first neural network model we test is the U-Net. We touched on some uses of
the U-Net in image segmentation and satellite data in section 2. The U-Net as seen
in Figure 4.1 is a lightweight convolutional neural network designed specifically for
image segmentation [38]. Image segmentation is the process of using machine learned
filters to pull out detail of an image, such as a pedestrian on the street or where a
cat is in a photo. In our case we are tasking the U-Net with determining information
that we as humans cannot see. The hypothesis is that within the 11 (dataset 1) or
17 (dataset 2) bands the U-Net will find information that determines the location of
thermals within the flight. The U-Net works by a series of convolutional filters and
down-sampling to encode the original image into an encoding vector. The U-Net will
then, with the help of cross connections, up-sample the vector into a segmentation
map for the original image.
We chose to use a U-Net because of its use on satellite imagery, our lack of train-
ing data and its widespread success in image segmentation. [38][43][17][44][21] It also
seems to be the choice of most Kagglers who participated in satellite imagery compe-
tition. This neural network architecture has revealed to be very good in this situation.
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Figure 4.1: Configuration of the U-Net [38]
U-Nets have an ability to learn in environments of low to medium quantities of train-
ing data. U-Nets are also very light weight and train incredibly fast.
The input will be an image with X channels, the output will be a segmentation
probability map with one or more classes, one in our case: thermals.
For our first dataset we determined the best NN configuration to adapt to our needs
is the U-Net. We also train the U-Net on the second dataset taking in only the last
time step as input. Due to the lack of real-time information in dataset 1 the U-Net
will only be able to predict where thermals would be in the general time period of the
flight. For the second dataset with real-time satellite images the U-Net is training as
though it is looking down at the world during the flight and predicting thermals as
the pilot flies.
The data input to the U-Net on dataset one is the 256x256x11 and a single label
image. The pixel label is 1 for any region that showed thermals during the flight
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as seen in Figure 4.2. The input from the second dataset, using only timestep 0, is
256x256x17 or 64x64x17 after preprocessing.
Our configuration of the U-Net is not changed much from the original [38]. We add in
batch normalization after the convolution layers. We also experiment with dropout,
spatial dropout, and drop blocks on the decoder to mitigate overfitting. A list of
configurations can be found in the Appendix.
Figure 4.2: Left tiles are the satellite images in hot color mapping, the
right tile represent the location of thermals encountered
4.2 Convolutional Long Short Term Memory Network
The centerpiece of our second model is the Convolutional Long Short Term Mem-
ory model (CLSTM) proposed for precipitation nowcasting [39]. The Convolutional
LSTM allows for the temporal encoding and long-term memory of a fully connected
LSTM but includes a spatial encoding as well. This is achieved by substituting con-
volutional operations in the state-to-state and input-to-state transitions. Figure 2.1
shows a detailed illustration of the LSTM network and all of the gates. The equation
for each gate in the CLSTM as described in [39] (where ∗ denotes the convolution
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operator and ◦ denotes the Hadamard or ‘element-wise’ product) can be defined as
such:
• Input gate (it) = σ(Wxi ∗Xt +Whi ∗Ht−1 +Wci ◦ Ct−1 + bi)
Where Wxi and Whi are weight matrix of input, hidden, and cell state inputs
for the input gate, Xt is the input at time t, Ht−1 is the hidden state of time t-1
(generated at the last iteration by the CLSTM), Ct−1 is the cell state for time
t-1 and σ() is the sigmoid function.
• Forget gate (ft) = σ(Wxf ∗Xt +Whf ∗Ht−1 +Wcf ◦ Ct−1 + bf )
Now of course the weight tensors refer to the forget gate.
• Cell state of time t (Ct) = ft ◦ Ct−1 + it ◦ tanh(Wxc ∗Xt +Whc ∗Ht−1 + bc)
The forget gate determines how much old cell information to keep around and
the input gate decides how much new information to add.
• Output gate (ot) = σ(Wxo ∗Xt +Who ∗Ht−1 +Wco ◦ Ct + bo)
• Hidden state (Ht) = ot ◦ tanh(Ct)
Our CLSTM uses 96 filters, kernel size of (3, 3), and RELU activation. The output
of our network is the hidden and cell states of the convolutional LSTM concatenated.
This is similar to the output of the precipitation nowcasting network [39]. The con-
catenated output should give us information on the memory of the network from
the cell state and the decided output from the hidden state. The width and height
dimension of the images is unchanged and the timesteps are flattened. We chose to
use this network because LSTM networks are designed for series of inputs and the
Convolutional LSTM was designed for real-time precipitation prediction on similar
inputs. This network was also used for precipitation forecasting in Google’s Met-
net [39, 42]. Our network is attempting to make predictions based on the weather
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which will likely require a history leading up to the prediction. Also if we wish to
make future predictions, in future works, such as an hour or more into the future we
will need some temporal context to do so.
Figure 4.3: Our CLSTM first NN model
4.2.1 CLSTM Temporal Encoder + U-Net Spatial Decoder
The wiring we demonstrate seen in Figure 4.3 is as follows: Convolutional LSTM with
the output states fed into a U-Net. The constructed model first takes in the input
images and runs the preprocessing leaving input of shape [7, 64, 64, 17]. The input is
then fed into the convolutional LSTM which is our temporal encoder. The LCSTM
takes all 7 timesteps and encodes them into one image with 192 channels. We found
that the convolutional LSTM alone was not enough to converge on the input. We also
tried an encoder-decoder model using four CLSTMs similar to [39], that was unable
to converge. We deduced that the network needed more spatial encoding and decided
to attach a U-Net to the output of the CLSTM. More on this in Section 4. The
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‘output’ of the CLSTM here refers to the concatenated hidden and cell state of the
LSTM each as a 64x64x96 tensor. The U-Net takes the temporally encoded image
and constructs a single prediction based on the encoded image. The basic idea of
this model is that the RNN will encode each timestep and learn the information that
is important over time and the U-Net will decode the important spatial information.
This model was able to converge quite well on the training set. The model is quite a




In this chapter we will describe the experiments we created an ran to determine the
success of our models on our custom datasets. First we will describe the metrics
used to determine our success. Then we will discuss the experiments and results for
dataset 1 and dataset 2. We will provide training graphs and prediction examples.
5.1 Metrics
The metric used to evaluate the score of our training was the Dice Coefficient, also
known as F1 score. The Dice Loss or F1 score is a standard metric used widely
for segmentation so we deemed it valid for evaluating our results. We also measure
the Mean Intersection Over Union (Mean IOU) and the Binary Cross Entropy loss
(BCE). BCE is commonly used for training segmentation models and Mean IOU is
another widely accepted metric for segmentation evaluation. IOU and F1 are used in
[38, 43, 17] and many more.
1. In [11] they are using the Dice loss function. The loss based on the Dice coef-
ficient is commonly used for image segmentation as it allows coping with class
imbalance.
2. In [25] they use pixel weighting and pixel weighting dice loss.
3. in [23] they use soft Jaccard index (based on IOU). Given the evaluation metric
is the mean Jaccard index over classes, it would be ideal to use Jaccard index
as the loss function. Unfortunately, Jaccard index is not differentiable. Soft
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Jaccard index instead is differentiable and is close to Jaccard index in very
confident predictions. A combination of cross entropy (H) and soft Jaccard
index (J), L = H − log(J), is used as the loss function.











Our loss was set to the Binary Cross Entropy Loss + the Soft Dice Loss after experi-
mentation with soft dice, soft Jaccard, and BCE. We did this because with with BCE
alone the dice loss would stay very high and with soft dice loss alone the model would
not converge easily. A summation of the two losses proved to be the best option. We
also experimented with a variety of other losses such as Jacard and weighted dice loss
to no greater performance.
loss = BinaryCrossEntropy + SoftDiceLoss
We made an important modification to the above loss functions. To compensate
for our uncertainty in labeling for Dataset 2, we added an uncertainty factor. Our
uncertainty addition is that anywhere the network predicts higher certainty of the
presence of a thermal than the truth labels within a threshold and the truth label is
not zero, we do not penalize the network. This is unorthodox; however, as mentioned
we are not fully certain about the edges of the thermal so we have no reason to force
the network to try and predict the edges of the thermal. For example, if a pixel is
labeled as 0.5 and our network output 0.99 for that pixel, this is considered a success
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and the loss for that pixel is 0. This also means that for areas of low certainty, such as
the outer rim of the thermal, the network will not be punished as highly for labeling
zero probability as it will be for missing the core. If the network predicts 0 on a
region labeled as 0.5, the loss is less than for a region labeled 1.0. uncertainty : if
(p(y) > y) & (y > 0) & (|p(y)− y| < thresh) then p(y) = y.
5.2 Experiments
Our experiments and results will be broken up by the two custom datasets used for
training. The models trained on the first dataset were trained using Google’s GPUs
via Google Colab while the models trained on the second dataset were trained using
an NVIDIA Geforce RTX 2080 Super. In both cases, the idea is to find the best model
and hyper-parameters for our custom dataset as well as what steps can be taken in
future work to improve results.
5.2.1 Dataset Preparation
To determine the performance of the model we broke both iterations of our dataset
into three sections: The training, validation and test set. This is common practice;
however, due to our unique dataset, we will detail how we separated the data. As
mentioned in the data section we break our flights into tiles and use those tile sections
as input to our model. For validation we took 20% of the resulting tiles as validation
from the training set. To ensure the testing data was totally new to the network we
separated out entire flights in regions and times not trained on for the testing set.
This ensures the network does not see any part of the testing flights while training.
This allows us to claim that the network’s accuracy on the testing set is indicative to
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its performance on data from anywhere at any time within the scope of the dataset.
This also makes our testing set very difficult for the network to predict.
5.2.2 Dataset One Experiments
First we train a basic U-Net and evaluate the validation and test subsets. We compare
this model with the U-Net++ for some model comparison [47]. Next to try and
improve the testing results we test with the addition of dropout, spatial dropout and
dropblocks to compare the effects on the validation and test set.
5.2.3 Dataset Two Experiments
For the second dataset we trained our array of custom wired networks: The U-Net
(only using time 0), the CLSTM + U-Net, and the CLSTM Forecaster. Next we ran
some experiments to evaluate what will improve the testing results the most. First
we experimented with training using data augmentation (translations only). Then we
trained a network with a smaller subsection of data to show the effects of bolstering
our database. Then finally we ran ablation tests to determine what data was most
important.
5.3 Results
A note on the recording of the test results seen in Tables 5.1 and 5.2: after around
20% dice loss all of the models stabilized the test score they would read, meaning
more training and improvements on the training set did not change the test loss. The
test loss would however bounce around (specifically for the sparse data) with a range
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of about 0.03 difference. To account for this we recorded the test metrics over three
training iterations after reaching a suitable convergence and averaged.
5.3.1 Dataset One Results
Figure 5.1: Learning Curve of U-Net
Ultimately we found the U-Net to be the most successful model. We were able to
converge very well to the training set and validation set with the U-net while the
U-net++ was unable to converge at all. Table 5.1 shows the validation and test dice
loss for each model and dropout technique. We include the validation loss value to
show the models were at a similar point in convergence when run against the testing
dataset, except for the U-Net++ which would not converge.
Table 5.1: Segmentation Results Between Models
Base Model Name Validation Dice Test Dice Test Mean IOU
U-Net 0.0344 0.6648 0.4265
U-Net Dropblock 50% 0.0266 0.7278 0.4346
U-Net Spatial Dropout 50% 0.0478 0.7314 0.4217
U-Net ++ 0.7211 N/A N/A
The U-Net converged very well on the training and validation set as can be seen in
Figure 5.1. We did not see any signs of overfitting from our validation set; however,
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when running the network against the testing set we were reading errors around 65%.
This is not highly unexpected given the data in the test set is very different from
the training and validation set and designed to be difficult. It is promising that the
network did not overfit on the validation data despite the poor performance on the
test. The network is not trained on the validation data it is simply closer related to
the training data. We believe that if we gather more flights and data the network
would perform better on the testing set (more on this in Dataset 2). Figure 5.2
shows some training and test sample prediction respectively. These randomly pulled
samples show the results of prediction tiles from multiple flights. More predictions
can be found in the appendix. The training shows very accurate thermal prediction
except for the last sample which has no thermal yet the network predicts there to be
a thermal here. The predictions on the test data are much more messy but somewhat
in the right regions sometimes. The test set seems altogether foreign to the network.
We hypothesize that we have not provided enough data for the network to accurately
map the input space of the earth at any time of the year. What we are seeing is
overfitting on the training set.
Figure 5.2: Train and Test Prediction of the U-Net. In Each Image the
Left Column Shows Sentinel Data, Middle the Labels, and Right the Pre-
dictions.
Figure 5.3 shows the prediction on an entire flight randomly picked. This flight is not
in the training or test set; it was entirely new. The prediction is colored by certainty,
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Figure 5.3: Thermals vs Predictions of the U-Net on a Flight in Santa
Barbara, CA
red being very certain and blue/black being no chance. There is some definite error
visible; however, the predictions tend to follow the right locations on the image.
5.3.2 Dataset Two Results
For this dataset, we found somewhat related results to dataset 1. Initially we trained
only on a subset of flights from dataset 1 (those gathered from the Western hemi-
sphere) which made up roughly 1/3 or less of the total flights from dataset 1. The
results of that smaller dataset can be seen in table 5.2 under CLSTM + U-Net Small
Data. This is the CLSTM temporal encoder and U-Net spatial encoder model. Given
our less than optimal test results we decided to bolster the dataset as described in
Section 3. After doubling the data we saw almost a 0.1 improvement in the test dice
loss. Some training predictions can be found in Figure 5.6 and more training and test
predictions samples in the appendix.
A very interesting result of these experiments was that the simple U-Net, taking in
only the last timestep in our data, achieved the best score on the test set. We have two
main hypotheses as to why. First, perhaps the GOES images alone contain enough
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Figure 5.4: Training and Validation on CLSTM + U-Net
Figure 5.5: Training vs. Validation Dice Loss of the U-Net Using Only
GOES Data
information at the time of imaging to detect if there is thermic activity present and
where. Second, the U-Net cannot take in a stream of time-related data and make
predictions based on past weather as the CLSTM can, but perhaps our data is skewed
by flights done always in soarable conditions. If this is the case the U-Net could be
simply good at picking out where the thermals are but not basing its predictions on
the weather. We did add in flights to the datasets where pilots specifically encounter
no thermals (sledders); however, they don’t add up to a very large portion of the
data because the flights are inherently quite short. To determine if the U-Net is truly
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Figure 5.6: Random Sample 01 of Dataset 2 Predictions Using the CLSTM
+ U-Net. Shown is Modis, Target, Prediction Overlaid, and Prediction
the best network or if it is simply lucky, more handpicked data with variable weather
conditions is required. We added an experiment to test on this theory as well. We
ran an ablation test on the U-Net by taking away the MODIS data and using only
the GOES image bands. The reason we chose to do this, is the MODIS data is not
real-time and will likely give hints as to where thermals might be without taking into
account the current conditions. If the U-Net is unable to converge on the training
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data it is likely relying only on Modis. Our results, however, show the U-Net learned
just fine using only the GOES bands. The training and validation graph seen in figure
5.5 shows the network converges and does not overfit to the train set. The results do
show a worse performance on the testing set as seen in Table 5.2 which indicates that
the MODIS data is helpful in mapping to the test set.
Table 5.2: Segmentation Results Between Models
Base Model Name Test Dice Test Mean IOU
CLSTM + U-Net 0.6705 0.5287
CLSTM + U-Net w/ Data Augmentation 0.6721 0.4994
CLSTM + U-Net Sparse Data 0.7316 0.4994
U-Net 0.6327 0.5395
U-Net Goes Only 0.6660 0.5301
We also tested spatial data augmentation against the CLSTM network, but we did
not see much improvement in the test results. Data augmentation is considered
almost a requirement in image segmentation; however, our images in this network
are also readings of radiation, clouds etc. Therefore we are not convinced that data
augmentation is helpful in this case and our results would indicate not.
Finally we also tried the encoder-decoder model proposed by [39]; however, despite
many iterations with a variety of optimizers, loss functions and learning rate sched-
ulers, we where unable to get this network to converge on the training data. We
hypothesize that a network designed for spatial awareness such as the spatial at-
tention network used in Metnet [42] or the U-Net used here is required to pull out
information from the satellite images. In [39] they had radar / Doppler data giving
information on previous precipitation, wheres we do not have data indicating ther-
mals in the past. This could be the discrepancy in the data that does not allow us to
converge with the network they proposed.
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In this project, we implemented an end-to-end approach for predicting thermals from
a homemade dataset by combining satellite data and weather data. We implemented
a CNN based on the U-net architecture developed by Ronneberger et al. in [38] and
used Copernicus, NOAA, NASA, NCEP, GOES and LEONARDO to obtain the input
to the NN. We also implemented a Convolutional LSTM and U-Net model to test a
recurrent approach to the problem.
We successfully created a custom dataset with thermal truth labels and our proposed
approach achieved a loss of around 63% on test samples engineered to be difficult.
The dataset approach we have created can be bolstered and used for any kind of
segmentation model in the future. We have also shown with the validation and
training data that our approach can be trained without overfitting on data mapped
by the training set. The approach breaks down where our training data does not
adequately map the new time/weather and location conditions observed in the testing
set. We have also shown that our approach is likely to succeed on the testing set should
we add enough flights to our database such that we can adequately map the test set
with our training data. Finally we showed that using the GOES data we can achieve
similar results on real-time data as with our original historical data.
Simply, we believe that our few thousand flights are not even close to enough to allow
any network approach to predict on the whole Western hemisphere. We struggled
mostly with memory and training resources in this project. Moving forward we will




One major triumph of this research is the dataset that we created. Moving forward we
can continue to add to this data and test new methods of prediction on it. Building
upon this work we will improve our accuracy by adding more flights to the dataset.
The simplest path will be to add more data. This will require additional resources
and we plan to look into cloud-hosted databases to allow an extended memory, such
as Google Cloud or AWS. One possibility will be to try crowd sourcing flight data
from the paragliding community. We also plan to try to extend our network with
some recent segmentation techniques as in [5] and [10]; but we do not know if they
will work well for our specific dataset.
Next we would like to determine with more data if the U-Net is still the optimal
choice. This would be ideal because the U-Net requires quite a bit less data, is more
light-weight, and is much faster to train. The U-Net is known to perform better on
sparse datasets as we discussed so we will need more data to determine if it is really
optimal over the Convolutional LSTM approach. We would also like to attempt to
predict thermals into the future which would most likely require a recurrent approach.
One concern we have that may be affecting our test accuracy is with the typical
flight recorded in our data. Most of the flights uploaded to the Leonardo database
are flights the pilot is proud of, meaning they encountered thermals and flew far.
One gap that may be present in our data is flights on days with bad conditions.
Specifically, flights where the pilot encountered no thermals because the weather did
not permit it. We took effort to include some of these flights in our network but we
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would like to run tests to ensure that our network will perform well on days with bad
weather conditions.
Another approach we are considering is scaling back to a very specific testing location,
such as the mountain range in Santa Barbara or the Owens Valley or another popular
flying spot to reduce the geographic context that needs to be mapped. These popular
flying sites also boast thousands of logged flights over the past decade, likely enough
to generate a valuable database. Moving forward in this approach should the first
location prove successful we could add in more and more popular flying spots before
moving on to the whole of the Western hemisphere as we are currently approaching.
Finally should enough data be acquired that we feel our testing results are adequate
we would like to design a usable product for soaring pilots.
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2. Image size: U-net was designed for images of size 572 × 572 × 3, our images
are 256 x 246 x 11
3. Convolution Filters (3x3) with same padding
4. Batch Size: 16 To fit on GPU memory.
5. Activation: Relu
6. Optimizer: Adam optimizer Over Gradient Descent because it converges faster
and decays the learning rate which we found to be useful for training.
7. Loss function: Soft Dice + Binary Cross Entropy
8. Augmentation We use spacial augmentation only. Rotation, translation, and
flipping.. To mitigate overfitting we decided to try dropout on the encoding
and decoding layers. The results of various dropout techniques are described in
the results section.
9. We also use Keras callbacks to implement: Learning rate decay, early stopping
if the validation loss does not improve for 10 continuous epochs or reaches the
desired X
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10. dropout - we tried basic dropout, spatial dropout and drop blocks.
11. Dropblocks: dropblocks is a dropout method that drops contiguous chunks from
a feature map on a layer instead of random units.
12. Upsampling using concatenation






2. Image size: 7x64x64x17 after preprocessing
3. Convolution Filters (3x3) with same padding
4. Batch Size: 8 To fit on GPU memory.
5. Activation: Relu
6. Optimizer: Adam optimizer Over Gradient Descent because it converges faster
and decays the learning rate which we found to be useful for training.
7. Learning Rate Decay : Reduce Learning Rate on Plateau. Monitoring training
loss, if the loss did not decrease after 5 iterations we detriment the learning rate
by 0.1
8. Loss function: Soft Dice + Binary Cross Entropy
9. Upsampling using concatenation
10. Downsampling using max pooling
11. We also use Keras callbacks to implement:
12. Augmentation We use spacial augmentation only. Rotation, translation and
flipping.
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13. Early stopping if the validation loss does not improve for 10 continuous epochs




Figure C.1: Random Sample 01 of Dataset 1 Predictions Using the U-Net
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DATASET 2 TRAINING GRAPHS
Figure D.1: Training and Validation on CLSTM + U-Net With Data
Augmentation
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Figure E.1: Random Sample 02 of Dataset 2 Predictions Using the CLSTM
+ Unet
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Figure E.2: Random Sample 01 of Dataset 2 Test Predictions Using the
CLSTM + U-Net
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Figure E.3: Random Sample 02 of Dataset 2 Test Predictions Using the
CLSTM + U-Net
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Figure E.4: Random Sample 01 of Dataset 2 Predictions Using the U-Net
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Figure E.5: Random Sample 02 of Dataset 2 Predictions Using the U-Net
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Figure E.6: Random Sample 01 of Test Dataset 2 Predictions Using the
U-Net
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Figure E.7: Random Sample 02 of Test Dataset 2 Predictions Using the
U-Net
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